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Description Set against a backdrop of blues music, Woke Up
This Morning is a humorous take on the conflict caused in a
small island community and in the island ecology by a wild
growing field of marijuana. Editorial Reviews Bill Stephens
Woke Up This Morning is a dizzying mix of Mexican drug
dealers, Port Aransas shrimpers, a zany evangelical church,
wild cognizant critters, and stoners high on wild growing
marijuana. The result is a coherent and fast-paced portrayal of
life and conflict on Texas Mustang Island. Throw in danger,
suspense, the supernatural, and comedy, and the pages turn
themselves. Highly enjoyable! -Florence Weinberg, author of
Unrest in Eden In Bill Stephens Woke Up This Morning,
shrimper Harpoon Conroy makes one huge mistake that
throws the entire population of Mustang Island into an uproar.
After a series of calamities and adventures he finds redemption
and discovers what he truly loves. Add to that mix a wry humor
and a delightful array of characters and critters, interacting in
a plot that surprises and enthralls, Woke Up This Morning is
guaranteed to keep readers turning the pages....
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Thorough information! Its this kind of good read. Yes, it is perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature.
It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Loya l Gr a dy-- Loya l Gr a dy

An exceptional ebook and the font employed was fascinating to read through. I actually have study and so i am
certain that i will likely to read once again yet again in the future. Your life period is going to be change as soon as you
complete looking at this book.
-- Nelle Scha efer  I--  Nelle Scha efer  I
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